Limitless: Upgrade your
brain, learn anything
faster, and unlock your
exceptional life / Kwik

Limitless gives people the
ability to accomplish more-more productivity, more
transformation, more
personal success and
business achievement--by
changing their Mindset,
Motivation, and Methods.
These “3 M’s” live in the
pages of Limitless along
with practical techniques
that unlock the
superpowers of your brain
and change your habits.

BF 637 K89 2020

Hidden Valley Road:

Inside the mind of an
American family / Kolker
The Galvins became one of
the first families to be
studied by the National
Institutes of Mental Health.
Their story offers a shadow
history of the science of
schizophrenia, from the era
of institutionalization to the
search for genetic markers.
Unbeknownst to the
Galvins, samples of their
DNA informed decades of
genetic research that
continues today, offering
paths to treatment and even
eradication of the disease.

WM 203 K64 2020

EMDR Toolbox: Theory

and treatment of complex
PTSD and dissociation /
Knipe
This innovative resource for
therapists trained in
standard EMDR delivers a
powerful set of “tools" useful strategies for helping
difficult-to-treat clients with
complex emotional
problems. This 2nd edition
describes new discoveries
that promote effective ways
of structuring therapy
sessions and refines
original treatment
procedures that can
facilitate therapeutic
progress.

WM 172.5 K65 2019

Searching the Grey
Literature: A handbook

for searching reports,
working papers and other
unpublished research /
Bonato
This book discusses
different aspects of grey
literature, including an
introduction to grey
literature, the value of grey
literature, and search
sources for grey literature.
Search techniques for
identifying grey literature
documents, selecting and
evaluating grey literature
search sources and best
searching practices are also
discussed in detail.

W 20.5 B69 2018

The Canadian Journal
of Psychiatry / SAGE
Established in 1956, The
Canadian Journal of
Psychiatry (The CJP) has
been keeping psychiatrists
up-to-date on the latest
research for over 60 years.
The CJP provides a forum
for psychiatry and mental
health professionals to
share their findings with
clinicians and researchers
from around the world.
SJCG has full access to
CJP through EBSCO. Sign
up to receive the table of
contents here.

New Serial

Psychiatric & Mental
Health Nursing for
Canadian Practice /
Austin

Optimized for the unique
challenges of Canadian
health care and thoroughly
revised to reflect the
changing field of mental
health, this 4th Edition is
your key to a generalistlevel mastery of
fundamental knowledge and
skills in mental health
nursing. Gain the
knowledge you need to
deliver quality nursing care
to a diverse population.
WY 160 2019

